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USEFUL LINKS

You can find lots of the latest SBC content, news, downloads, forum and information via the SBC
Members Area. Here are some key links to get you started:
User Guide - Need help understanding the SBC website setup? This quick-start user guide will
explain all.
Latest SBC News - All the most recent emails and news from the SBC team.
SBC Publications - Download links to grab all our published content including SBC Magazines,
Tipster Profit Reports & Special Reports.
Platinum Section – Access the 2016 and 2017 Best Tipster Guide, plus unique Platinum Tipster
Savings deals.
Magazine Content Index - Struggling to find a tipster review or specific report from the SBC Back
Catalogue? Through this page, you can locate all the content from previous SBC publications.
Bet Diary Pro - Read Rowan's regular betting blog on his ongoing progress following a portfolio of
tipsters throughout 2017.
Tipster Ratings Index - Keep track on all the tipsters we monitor here at SBC through this section includes Individual Key Facts pages and Hall of Fame details.
Tipster Savings - A full list of all the preferential discounts, deals and trials available to you as an
SBC member (available to Gold, Platinum members only)
Members Forum - Follow various tipping threads for free on the SBC Forum
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YOUR PREMIUM TIPSTER PROFIT REPORT
AN INTRODUCTION WITH PETER LING

Welcome to this special Premium Tipster Profit Report - your prime location for finding out the
very latest results, commentary and performance on all the top tipster services that we operate
at the Secret Betting Club.
WHAT IS A PREMIUM TIPSTER?
A Premium Tipster is one which we offer exclusive access to via the Secret Betting Club for those
keen to maximise their ongoing betting profits.
Each Premium Tipster has either been developed with a proven betting expert alongside the SBC
team or handpicked to provide exclusive and often heavily discounted access to top performing
betting tips. Many of them are long-running services, with several years of profit behind them
and all operated by professional gamblers.
All Premium Tipsters are offered with one key overarching goal – to help you make more money
from your betting.
WHY CHOOSE A PREMIUM TIPSTER?
Each Premium Tipster we offer has been chosen by the team at the Secret Betting Club to
provide the best product possible for those looking to make money betting.
Often providing high-quality betting tips in conjunction with a professional gambler and
showcasing how to maximise your profits through expert techniques, they can make a major
difference to your betting bottom-line.
To ensure high quality, we also only offer a small number of Premium Tipsters for each sport
and/or betting market as our focus is on quality, not quantity.
MORE ON PREMIUM
All of SBC’s hand-picked Premium Products have been proven records of generating long-term
betting profits or providing invaluable expertise.
This is based on our 11+ years of operating within the tipster and betting industry, during which
time we have worked and discovered some of the best experts out there.
All of our Premium products operate to the highest standards and are from a reputable source.
To ensure each Premium Tipster is as practical as possible to follow, we also regularly control
membership numbers to protect the potency of the services for all. This ensures that the odds
remain achievable and available for all subscribers.
WHY ARE THEY NOT INCLUDED IN THE NORMAL TIPSTER PROFIT REPORTS?
As SBC has a declared interest in each Premium Tipster, we do therefore not include them in the
normal Tipster Profit Reports to ensure independence.
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Hence the need for a standalone Premium Tipster Profit Report such as this to outline the
performance of each service.
DISCOVER MORE ON PREMUM TIPSTERS
You can learn more on each service offered via the designated Premium Area of the Secret
Betting Club website.
Latest Premium News – Read the latest news, developments, results and offers available for all
current Premium Tipsters.
Premium Reviews & Interviews – Download and access several specific Premium Tipster reviews
and interviews, including those on AH Edge, Jason James, Golf Insider & Pilelist Racing.
Premium Case Studies – Discover how various SBC members have benefitted from joining some
of our Premium Tipsters.

SAVE 5% THIS SEPTEMBER!
MAJOR SAVINGS ON SEVERAL PREMIUM TIPSTERS

Those of you keen to subscribe to a Premium Tipster can for a limited time only save 5% on the
usual membership costs.
Simply enter the code SEPTEMBER in the Coupon Code section of the subscription form for each
service. If entering that code, 5% will automatically be deducted off the cost.
But hurry if interest as this 5% discount will only be available until Midnight on Sunday the 10th of
September.
This 5% discount applies only to the following tipsters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Morning Value Service
Evening Value Service
Festival Value Service
MVS Lite
Pilelist Racing
AH Edge
Jason James Quantum Racing
Chasemaster

PREMIUM TIPSTERS: INDIVIDUAL
PERFORMANCE PAGES
EACH SERVICE EXPLAINED & SHORT/LONG-TERM RESULTS
To explain more on each Premium Tipster, you can read an individual rundown on each service in
the SBC ranks currently via the following section.
You will find a range of key info including points betting bank, number of months the service has
been active and the ROI+ figure.
For each service, you can also view their key performance stats (bet number, profit, ROI & ROC)
for the past 6 and 12 months as well as all-time.
Furthermore, you can also view this performance in the context of 3 different betting bank sizes:
£2000, £5000 and £10,000. This is outlined in 2 tables – annualised profits and 12-month profit
after subscription fees.
UNDERSTANDING KEY TERMS
Here you can find explanations for several key terms that are often referenced through this
report:
ROI (Return On Investment: This is a key metric equating just how much you would had to risk to
make a profit. The calculation is a simple figure of profit divided by total amount staked AKA
profit on turnover. 10% ROI means £10 profit for every £100 staked.
ROI+: This takes the ROI figure above to a second level as it gauges over how many bets it was
generated from. The calculation is a simple figure of ROI multiplied by the number of bets. This
rewards those tipsters who maintain a solid ROI over a large number of bets.
ROC (Return on Capital): This gauges just how profitable a service is in relation to the betting
bank. I.E. 43% would mean a profit of £430 on a £1000 bank.
Annualised Profit: This is one of our favourite calculations as it considers all elements of a
service's results and reveals what you will make following each service on an average annual
basis. To arrive at this figure, we take the ROC and divide it by the number of months the service
has been active. We then multiply this by 12 to get an annualised profit figure.
12 Month Profit After Fees: Each tipster charges a fee for their advice, so this calculation reveals
the total profit over a 12-month period minus these fees.
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MORNING VALUE SERVICE
RACING TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/value-service
Discount: Save between £101 and £301 as an SBC member
SBC Member Cost: 3 months for £299, 6 months for £499 and 12 months for £899. Subscribe
Description: The Morning Value Service provides multiple racing tips every day at 10.30am
Monday to Saturday with a tremendous record of success dating back to 2011. With an average
of around 10 to 15 bets per day, it can reward those of you with the time and bookmaker
accounts available to make steady, regular betting profits.
Note – subscription to the Morning Value provides access to all Evening and Festival Value tips
and is the complete ‘Value’ package.
Recommended For: Any punters with the time to back 10-15 tips each day at 10.30am and
looking for strong betting bank growth potential. A mixture of bookmaker and exchanges
recommended to maximise the profits from this service.
Results Update: It’s been a very good 6 and 12 month period for the Morning Value Service with
13.69% and 11.89% ROI respectively over these 2 time periods. To the recommended 300 point
betting bank, this equates to some excellent profit figures with over 157% growth in the last 12
months alone. A simple £2000 betting bank will have grown to £2,247 after subscription fees
during this time. A highly recommended service for those of you with the time available to follow
each morning.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

300
64
2729.8

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
26023
2730
10.49%
910.00%

Last 12 Months
3968
471.96
11.89%
157.00%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£3,413.00
£8,523.00
£17,064.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£2,247.00
£6,967.00
£14,833.00
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Last 6 Months
2015
276.03
13.69%
92.00%

EVENING VALUE SERVICE
RACING TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/value-service
Discount: Save up to £17 and exclusive 6 and 12 month options
SBC Member Cost: 1 month for £39, 3 months for £99, 6 months for £169 and 12 months for
£299. Subscribe
Description: The Evening Service provides multiple racing tips every day 45 minutes before any
evening racing meetings take place. With an average of around 5 to 10 bets per day, it can
reward those of you with the time and bookmaker accounts available to make steady, regular
betting profits.
Recommended For: Any punters with the time to back 10-15 tips each evening and looking for
strong betting bank growth potential. A mixture of bookmaker and exchanges recommended to
maximise the profits from this service.
Results Update: Like its sister service (Morning Value, which tips up earlier in the day), the
Evening Value Service has enjoyed excellent profits over the past 6 and 12 months to add to the
tally achieved since 2011. It has generated a 14.61% ROI and 92% betting bank growth over the
past 12 months alone – slightly better than the 11.56% ROI generated since it began. The
annualised profit figure equates to £2404 per year on average to a £2000 betting bank – well in
excess of 100% growth each 365 days!
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

300
43
1292.9

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
11184
1292.35
11.56%
431.00%

Last 12 Months
1898
277.45
14.61%
92.00%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£2,404.00
£6,011.00
£12,022.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£1,551.00
£4,325.00
£8,949.00
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Last 6 Months
1188
118.38
9.96%
39.00%

FESTIVAL VALUE SERVICE
RACING TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/value-service
Discount: Save £19.40 on the cost of an annual membership
SBC Member Cost: 12 months for £188.40. Subscribe
Description: The Festival Value Service supplies advice only during the big racing festivals – the
likes of Royal Ascot, Cheltenham, Glorious Goodwood, thus making it ideal for those of you who
prefer to be more selective with your betting. It is also perfect for those of you who struggle to
get on due to bookmaker limitations as during such festivals, bookmakers are often willing to
take far larger bets than usual. You can expect 5-10 tips per day of any festival meeting.
Recommended For: Any punters who prefer to bet selectively at the big race meetings. Also
those punters who struggle with account restrictions as getting on festival value tips is much
easier with higher limits on offer from bookmakers.
Results Update: The 12-month profits have continued to hit the long-term target with a 21.82%
ROI and 51 points profit made in these festival only bets. This is all from only 235 tips across all
the qualifying race meetings so the service continues to take a quality, not quantity approach.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

250
83
349.5

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
1650
349.49
21.18%
139.80%

Last 12 Months
235
51.29
21.82%
20.52%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£404.00
£1,011.00
£2,021.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£241.00
£857.00
£1,883.00
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Last 6 Months
133
23.91
17.97%
9.60%

MVS LITE
RACING TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/morning-value-lite/
Discount: No discount but service currently only available to SBC members
SBC Member Cost: 6 months for £269 and 12 months for £399. Subscribe
Description: The Morning Value Service Lite (or MVS Lite for short) is an outstanding horse racing
tipster service, providing 2-3 tips on average per day between the price range 7/4 and 3/1.
As the name suggests – these tips are the same that are generated by the busier Morning Value
Service, but focuses only on those between 7/4 and 3/1. The full Morning Value Service picks out
bets all the way up to 20/1.
This concentration on tips between 7/4 and 3/1 allows the service to hit a very high strike-rate,
with an average of 3-4 tips on any given day. Given the high strike-rate, the service also makes
outstanding profits if backing tips as doubles.
Recommended For: All punters interested in a simple, easy to follow service with a 11% ROI from
backing single tips and 30% upwards as doubles. As you are backing short bets there is no issue
with betting restrictions and you can also use the exchanges to get good value.
Results Update: The profits for this service keep rolling in with a huge 17.76% ROI and 85.70%
betting bank growth in just the last 6 months alone. Considering the relatively low number of tips
(just 434 in the past 6 months) this equates to a £1985 profit after fees at a £2000 bank during
the last 12 months. This is before you even consider the phenomenal returns if backing all tips as
doubles (30%+ ROI)
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

90
73
537.8

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
5232
538.02
10.28%
597.80%

Last 12 Months
754
107.28
14.22%
119.20%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£1,965.00
£4,913.00
£9,827.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£1,985.00
£5,561.00
£11,521.00
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Last 6 Months
434
77.1
17.76%
85.70%

PILELIST RACING
RACING TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/pilelistracing/
Discount: No discount on offer
SBC Member Cost: £55 for 1 month, £129 for 3 months, £225 for 6 months & £389 for 12
months. Subscribe
Description: The Pilelist Racing Service provides expert each way racing tips with an excellent
track record of performance and all at fair and achievable odds. Run by Harry, a vastly
experienced and shrewd betting tipster, Pilelist Racing is ideally suited if you are looking for 1-2
tips per day from a reliable tipster with a proven track record. Bets are advised late
morning/early afternoon and are settled at fairly quoted odds.
Recommended For: Racing punters interested in betting into more liquid markets late
morning/early afternoon when getting your bets on is a lot easier. Those of you who prefer a
tipster with short losing runs and which you can follow profitably at Betfair SP.
Results Update: It’s been a good last 6 months for Pilelist followers with a 8.09% ROI at 31%
Return on Capital to just go under the 9.74% ROI made long-term since 2014. Bear in mind as
well that the odds quoted are very achievable and often easily beaten simply by shopping around
for better prices or taking value on the exchanges. Considering how easy it is to follow, the £991
and £2,478 average profit to £2000 or £5000 betting banks respectively stack up very well
indeed.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

75
37
141.5

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
1453
114.6
9.74%
152.80%

Last 12 Months
726
27.1
4.79%
36.13%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£991.00
£2,478.00
£4,956.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£334.00
£1,418.00
£3,224.00
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Last 6 Months
388
23.3
8.09%
31.10%

SCOTTISH FOOTBALL INCOME BOOSTER
FOOTBALL TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/scottish-football-income-booster/
Discount: 60 day rather than 30 day trial offered to SBC members
SBC Member Cost: £45 + VAT per month
Description: The Scottish Football Income Booster service features regular betting advice
from ‘The Scotsman’, a bonafide expert on the 4 main Scottish Football Leagues: The SPL,
Championship, League 1 and League 2. Providing an average of around 5 tips each set of fixtures,
it’s ideal for those of you wishing to bet in different leagues to many other tipsters. Due to
demand and to protect odds, at the time of writing a waiting list is in place for those keen to
subscribe. For those keen to sample the service once spaces become available, SBC members can
enjoy a 60 day trial.
Recommended For: Those keen to diversify into different leagues and competitions. Ideally you
will need a range of bookmaker accounts to maximise your time in this service.
Results Update: It’s been a tremendous period for followers over both the short and long-term
with 24.27% ROI and 14.59% ROI over the past 6 and 12 months respectively. To a £2000 betting
bank, this equates to a profit of £2068 after subscription fees over the past 12 months. If working
to a £5000 or even a £10,000 bank, this rises to £5,170 and £10,340 respectively.
Over the more short-term it has also been a tremendous start to the new football season, which
for Scottish punters, began back in mid-July 2017.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

50
24
80

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
436
131.6
18.36%
263.22%

Last 12 Months
282
68.61
14.59%
137.22%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£2,728.00
£6,820.00
£13,639.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£2,068.00
£5,170.00
£10,340.00
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Last 6 Months
118
49.77
24.27%
99.50%

AH EDGE
FOOTBALL TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/ah-edge/
Discount: No discount on offer
SBC Member Cost: £45 for a month or £165 for half-season and £285 for full season.
SBC Review: Download the SBC review of AH Edge
Description: AH Edge supplies regular football tips throughout the season dedicated to the Asian
Handicap betting markets. All bets are supplied at 8am each morning and cover all the main
European leagues and competitions. You can now also follow the service using the automated
betting bot, Smartbet, to place your bets for you.
Recommended For: Anyone interested in football betting and a high strike-rate, low losing runs
model that can help to build strong betting bank growth. It’s an ideal service for those of you
impacted by horse racing betting restrictions and closures given how accessible the Asian
Handicap markets are.
Results Update: The key stat for this service is the betting bank growth, which stands at a very
strong 84% since the start of the 2016/17 season – during which time there have been 513 tips.
Over the past 12 months, a £2000 betting bank will have returned £1256 after fees and
increasing your bank to £5000 would have returned as much as £3679. Given the ease of
obtaining the quoted odds and the fact Asian Handicap betting with the likes of Matchbook and
Pinnacle won’t get your accounts closed, its easy to see why this is becoming such a popular
service.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

40
23
33.6

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
513
33.6
6.54%
84.00%

Last 12 Months
493
32.3
6.55%
80.75%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£877.00
£2,191.00
£4,383.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£1,256.00
£3,679.00
£7,716.00
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Last 6 Months
163
4
2.45%
10.00%

GOLF INSIDER
GOLF TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/golf-insider/
Discount: 10% discount and 60 day trial for SBC Members
SBC Member Cost: £40 a month - Subscribe
SBC Review: Download the SBC review of Golf Insider
Description: The Golf Insider supplies both outright and 2/3 ball bets for all major golf
tournaments with around 10 bets per week on average, depending on the quality and quantity of
golf taking place. All bets are supplied on Tuesday and Wednesday each week and are very easy
to follow and match the quoted odds.
Recommended For: Those looking to diversify their betting portfolio by expanding into a
different sport and one which can be easily followed on the betting exchanges. Again, ideal for
those of you impacted by restrictions or closures.
Results Update: It has quite simply been an outstanding 12 and 6 months for Golf Insider
followers with a 41.8% and 63.26% ROI respectively over both time periods. This is thanks to with
a string of winners at big prices including Adam Hadwin at 80/1, Sergio Garcia at 40/1, Kevin
Kisner and Kevin Chappell at 28/1, Justin Thomas at 22/1, Tommy Fleetwood at 22/1 and Alex
Noren at 20/1. With the 60-day trial and 10% discount for SBC members, plus its appeal to those
of you who like to bet on the exchanges only – it’s a great option for any portfolio.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

1000
39
260

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
1381
886.56
18.83%
88.66%

Last 12 Months
409
541.61
41.80%
54.16%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£546.00
£1,364.00
£2,728.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£603.00
£2,228.00
£4,936.00
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Last 6 Months
205
409.79
63.26%
41.00%

*For ease of comparison, we have divided the usual Golf Insider stakes and profit by 20 for this
table. Our recommendation if following at advised stakes is for a 20,000 points betting bank.

PINPOINT GOLF
GOLF TIPSTER
Website: Not currently available to new subscribers
SBC Member Cost: n/a
Description: Pinpoint Golf is a high volume golf tipping service advising several bets for many of
the weekly golf tournaments. Tipping only in the outright markets – this allow followers to place
all bets via the exchanges and turn over the betting bank very quickly. Please Note - The Pinpoint
Golf service is not currently available to new subscribers although given the interest in their
service (especially via those of you reading about it on the Bet Diary Pro blog) I have included
their results within this report.
Recommended For: Punters with plenty of time available to place large number of bets weekly.
Results Update: It’s been a superb 6 months for Pinpoint Golf followers with a 22.76% ROI and
71% ROC based on 1190 bets. Averaging just under 200 bets per month (between 40 to 50 per
week) it shows the benefits of such a high volume betting approach, especially given the
availability of odds on the exchanges. The fact that a £5000 betting bank will have returned
£4004 after subscription fees over the past 12 months is just one example of this in action.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

250
24
363.3

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
5046
263
7.20%
105.20%

Last 12 Months
2728
219.72
12.75%
87.89%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£1,052.00
£2,630.00
£5,260.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£1,368.00
£4,004.00
£8,399.00
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Last 6 Months
1190
177.54
22.76%
71.00%

JASON JAMES QUANTUM RACING
RACING TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/jason-james-quantum-racing/
Discount: No discount on offer
SBC Member Cost: £75 for 1 month, £189 for 3 months, £319 for 6 months and £449 for 12
months. Subscribe
Description: Jason operates one of our much-loved and longest running premium tipster
services, having generated a steady profit since October 2014. Supplying 3-4 tips on average each
day during set time windows of between 8.35am and 10.15am – his is a service that quotes fair
odds and is setup for the discerning punter. To ensure everyone who joins for 6 or 12 months
makes a profit – these membership lengths also come with profit guarantees.
Recommended For: Racing punters looking for a proven tipping expert with a huge record of
profitable past performance at fair odds.
Results Update: During the past 12 months, Jason has slipped slightly from his usual high
standards after suffering a couple of bad runs, notably in March and April of 2017. He remains a
tipster capable of turning it all around quite quickly as we have seen with exceptional months
such as in May 2017. His annualised profit returns help to showcase what he has achieved with
£3371 profit in an average year to a £2000 betting bank. This after all is a tipster with a record of
14.46% ROI, 477.6% ROC and all from 3881 bets since 2014.
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

200
34
561.2

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital
Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank
12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank
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All Time
3881
955.2
14.46%
477.60%

Last 12 Months
1044
4
0.31%
2.00%

£3,371.00
£8,428.00
£16,856.00

-£409.00
-£349.00
-£249.00

Last 6 Months
493
-54.8
-9.08%
-27.40%

CHASEMASTER
RACING TIPSTER
Website: https://secretbettingclub.com/chasemaster/
Discount: No discount on offer
SBC Member Cost: £129 for 3 months, £199 for 6 months and £299 for 12 months. Subscribe
Description: With 10 years of betting advice behind them, Chasemaster hold the record as the
longest-serving Premium Tipster with a tremendous record of performance during this time. As
their name suggests, Chasemaster are specialists when it comes to chase racing, with all advice
drawn from the expertise of a crack team of 3 professional gamblers. Tips are supplied between
1 and 1.30pm and 3 and 3.30pm most days with an average of 20 to 30 bets per month. To
ensure everyone who joins for 6 or 12 months makes a profit – these membership lengths also
come with profit guarantees.
Recommended For: Racing punters keen to find a selective tipping expert that advises bets
where it is very easy to obtain the odds.
Results Update: After a relatively tough winter at the back end of 2016 and start of 2017,
Chasemaster have begun to build their profits back with a 9.38% ROI over the past 6 months.
Long-term they are hitting a 10.69% ROI from 3150 tips, all dating back a full decade so you know
it’s a method that works!
RESULTS & KEY STATS

Key Info
Points Betting Bank
Months Service Active
ROI+ figure

150
106
336.7

Performance Figures
Number of Bets
Points Profits
Return on Investment
Return on Capital

All Time
3150
321.31
10.69%
214.21%

Last 12 Months
263
-11.59
-4.38%
-7.73%

Annualised Profits
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

£485.00
£1,212.00
£2,425.00

12 Month Profits After Fees
£2000 Betting Bank
£5000 Betting Bank
£10,000 Betting Bank

-£453.00
-£685.00
-£1,072.00
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Last 6 Months
114
10.6
9.38%
7.10%

